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Montreux Jazz Festival in numbers :
audio and video recordings since 1966,
5000 hours of audio and video,
15 different recording formats.
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Montreux Jazz Digital Project @ MetaMedia Center :
Archive digitization,
Preservation and perpetuation of the archives,
Valorization of the archives.
metadata inclusion through digital
audio signal processing techniques
digitalizing the full archives
LEMA :
applause,
speech,
audio cuts,
pops and clicks,
clipping.
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Interests of applause sounds
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Applause sound position :
-> help-to-decision for automatic/manual track
partitioning.
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Binary classification problem
What is required :
Audio features (spectral, temporal, spectro-temporal,...)
Classifier (SVM, GMM, Decision Tree, Neural Network,...)
Working philosophy :
The least features as possible,
The simplest classifier as possible
How ? :
Kullback-Leibler divergence-based
features optimization
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Spectral gravity center (SGC, in Hz)
SGC[q] =
fmax∑
fmin
f |Yq(f)|2
fmax∑
fmin
|Yq(f)|2
,
q : frame number,
f : frequency (in Hz),
Yq(f) : Fourier transform of the q
th frame.
standard definition
fmin= 0 Hz,
fmax= fs/2 Hz.
fine-tuning
fmin= f
opt
1 Hz,
fmax= f
opt
2 Hz.
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Done :
light and robust applause sound detection system,
KL-based optimization features,
implemented on a real-time Matlab environment.
Remaining difficulties Perspectives
applause within song (break,...), song difference analyser,
brutal changes of songs (no applause), ” ”
speech + applause and other events. investigate more complex classifiers.
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Thanks for your attention !
